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The cohomology ring of the title is the Bore1 equivariant cohomology ring 
H*(EG x’X, Z/pZ) of a G-space X with Z/pZ coefficients (p is a fixed prime). 
Here, G is a compact Lie group and EG +3G is a classifying bundle for principal 
G-bundles; EG xGX is the orbit space of EG x X under the diagonal action of G. 
We refer the reader to [4] for the assumptions we make on X, and for a list of the 
properties of Hz(X) that we use in this paper. 
The main result of this paper is Theorem 3.1 which states that the associated 
primes of Hz(X) are invariant under the Steenrod operations; actually it is 
somewhat stronger and shows that the associated primes are all p-toral, i.e., they 
can be obtained by restricting the cohomology ring Hz(X) to the cohomology ring 
of a p-torus (a product of cyclic groups of order p). 
An application to the cohomology of groups is given in Section 4. 
1. A comparison theorem 
Suppose that G is a compact Lie group acting on the left on a space M. Fix an 
embedding of G as a closed subgroup of another compact Lie group U. Let S be 
a closed subgroup of U. One has three spaces associated with this data: 
(i) the S-space G/IMx U - G/Mx U is the orbit space of the action (m, u)w 
(gm,gu) of G on MX U, and the S-action is given by G(m, u)~ G(m, us-l). 
(ii) the 6 x S-space MX U - the G x S action is given by (g, s)(nz, u) = 
(gm, gus- ’ )a 
(iii) the G-space Mx U’S - U/S is the orbit space of the action u++us-~ of S on 
U; the G-action is given by (m, us)- (gm, gus-’ ). 
We see that the orbit spaces (G/(Mx U))/S, (Mx U)/(G x S), and (Mx U/S)/G 
are all homeomorphic, we denote this common orbit space by G/(Mx c/)/S. Denote 
the orbit projections by ?rs, zG,S and xc, respectively. 
There are equivariant maps 
(S, G/LWx U)) e, (GxS,Mx U)8, (G,Mx U/S) 
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wherle es = (prs, &), 0 G = (pr& idAh, x es). (prs and prG are projec’ions and @G, es 
are orbit space projections.) 
If JC, Y and 2 are open or closed invariant subspaces of G/(Mx W), MX U, and 
MX U/S, respectively, such that &l(X)= Y=&‘(Z) then ns(X)=nG,s(Y)= 
nG(Z) in G/(Mx U)/S; also, we have Q(X) = X/S, ~tc~s(Y) = Y/(Gx S) and 
nG(Z) =ZfG (i.e. all the various topologies here that one can compaire are 
ident ical). 
Proposition 1.1. The maps es, @G induce ring isomarphisms on equivariant 
cohomology e 
(here the cohomolog_v may have coefficients in any fixed commutative ring). More 
generally, if X, Y, Z are open or closed invariant subspaces of G/(M x U), M x U 
and M x U/S, respectively, such that Q’(X) = Y = O&‘(Z) then there are isomor- 
phisms of equivariant cohomology rings 
Proof. There are various ways to prove this. We use Leray spectra; sequences, and 
pro\ e the more general statement. 
One has a commutative diagram 
ESx”X- -EGx’;Z 
IV= X/S = Y/(G x S) = Z/G c G/(M x U)/S 
It should be clear what the maps are. 
One gets homomorphisms of the Leray spectral sequences associated to TCS, 
q; K .$9 q;: 
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Here, &b (Q= G, S or G x S) is the sheaf on W associated to the presheaf on 
IV: “‘H&(V)). 
The stalks of .R$ are 3~6,~ = H&Q’(<)) = H& where { = G(m, u)S E W and 
s G(m* u)={sESIG(m,us-‘)=G(m,u)}, Q=S, 
Qtf= (GxS)~,,U~={(g,s)~gus-‘=u,gm=m}, Q=GxS, 
G~~,,s,={gEGIguS=uS,gm=m}, Q=G. 
Since there are isomorphisms 
S 
P 
G(m. u) - (G x s )(m, u) ----=-+G 
PrS prG 
(m us) 
the sheaves JY~ for Q = G, S or G x S, are all isomorphic; this means that the E2 
terms, and hence the abutments, of the three spectral sequences are isomorphic. Cl 
In principle, this proposition allows one to specialize from general group actions 
to toral actions. We make use of this specialization in the following two sections. 
For later use, we note that the isomorphism of the proposition is an isomorphism 
of modules over the Steenrod algebra. 
2. The p-k.:k filtration 
In this section we assume that G acts smoothly on a differentiable manifold M, 
and that p is either a fixed prime or is zero. ’ If p> 0 and H is an closed subgroup 
of G, define the p-rank of H, rk, H, as the maximum rank of a p-torus in H. If 
p = 0, define rkO H as the maximum rank of a O-torus in the connected component 
of the identity Ho in H. 
If n is the p-rank of G, then there is a filtration of M, the p-rank filtration, 
defined by M, = {XE M 1 rk, G x2 i}. These subspaces are invariant (since Ghx = 
hG,h-’ for h E G). They are also closed: any XE M has an open neighborhood U 
such that G, is subconjugate to G, for every u E U; thus rk, G,r rk, G, for every 
UEU. 
Thus there is a filtration 
defined by Fj = ker(Hz(M)+ HE(M - A&)). Call this rutration the p-rmk filtration 
on Hz(M). 
We define subspace Mti, of M by M(i) = {XE X 1 rk, G, = i}. 
’ If p=O, we ;wume that the cohomology ring has rational coefficients. 
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Proposition 2.1. If aN of the isotropy groups G, of the G-action on RI are p-tori, 
und if they fall into a finiie number of conjugacy classes then M(i) is u smooth 
clc~sed G-invariant s&manifold of M- Mi.+ I, for i = 0,1, . . . , n. 
Proof. The proof is elementary; we give it to make clear exactly why all the various 
hypotheses are needed. 
III any case M(i) is G-invariant and closed in M- Mi+ 1 since M(i) = Mi - Mi+ 1 = 
M,n(M-M,, I)* 
Let S, = ([G,-] 1 rk, G,= i} for each i. (Here, [H] denotes the conjugacy class of 
the subgroup H.) 
We claim that 
M,,,= u GW-M,+,,* (*) 
and that this union is disjoint. In the equation (*), 
WC assume y < 0. The proof for p = 0 is similar. 
Let SE A$,. Then [G,J ES,, and certainly SE G(M- Mi+ #‘. On the other 
hand, if .YE G(iM-M, + 1)” where [H] ESi, then s=gz, ZE(M- Mi+ I)“, gEG. 
Thus rk,, G., ci and Hs G,, so i= rkl, i%rk,, G+i, so rk, G, = i. Sir.ce G.,= 
K67, g I, rk,,G, = i, so SE MtI,. Thus equality holds in (*). (Note that ‘tie did not 
nctzd any hypotheses about the isotropy groups here.) 
Now. for disjointness, assume that XE G(M-Mi+ ,)“fW(M- Mi+ #, where 
[I1], [K]ES, and [H]#[K]. Then s=gz=g’z’ where ;E(M-M,+I)” and Z’E 
(.21-- 31,. ,)” and g,g%G. Thus, HrG,(, &XC,, and ~~.~=gG,g-‘=g’G~~(g’)--‘. 
Let I’= (gHg ‘, g’K(p’)- ‘) L G,,. be the subgroup generated by gHg- ’ and g’K(g’)- ‘. 
WC claim r-k/, r > i, contradicting rk,, G, = i; since [H] # [K], gHg_ ’ #g’K(g’)- ’ . 
Thus there is an element r in, say gkVgw’, not in g’K(g’)’ ‘. It is at this point that 
KC require that all isotropy be p-toral. For, since gGg -I is p-toral, 5 is of order y, 
ailtl commutes with g’A’(g’) ‘. So (g’K(g’)“, 0, the subgroup of f generated by 
g’A&‘) 1 and < must have p-ranh strictly greater than the p-rank of g’K(g’)? 
which is equal to i. Thus the claim about equation (*) is proved. 
No\{, if [!f) ES,, then G(M-- A!,+ ])” is the set of points in M- M;, l on orbits 
of typt‘ GUf (i.e., the pcints whose isotropy groups are conjugate to H), so it is 
a smooth submanifold of M - M, + I (see, e.g., [2]). Since M(i) isI a finite (here, 
finiteness of S, is used) disjoint union of submanifolds, it, too, is a 
wbmanifold. . : 
la 
the not at ion of Sect ion I, i.e., G and S are 
Lie group U. We also assume that p>O. 
closed subgroups of some 
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Consider the maps 
G/(MxU)-MxW-MxU/S 
@G 
MS MU MG 
(Note that MS, MU and MG are all smooth S, G x S and G (respectively) 
manifolds .) 
Since the isotropy groups 
are isomorphic for (m, u) E M x U, we see that (using the notation of Section 2) 
0) Oi’((G/(Mx U)i)=(MX U)i=eT;‘((MX U/S)i) 
so also 
and 
6; ’ (MS - MSi) = MU - MCr, = 9~’ (MG - MGi) 
(ii) 0; ’ (MS,ij) = M[/(i, = OE’ (MGfi,). 
Proposition 2.2. If F.(S), F.(G x S) and F.(G) denote the p-rank filtrations on 
H,*(MS ), Hz x s (MU) and Hz (MG ), respectively, then 
e,*-‘(F.(G x S)) = F.(S) and 6:-‘(F.(G x S)) = F.(G). 
Proof. One has for each i a commutative diagram 
res 
H;(MS) -- H!(MS - MS,) 
H:(MG) 
res 
-+ HE(MG- MGi) Cl 
Let us now assume that U is a unitary group and that S is the diagonal p-torus 
of U. Then all isotropy groups of the G-action on Mx U/S are p-toral [8] so that 
MG,i, and MS,,, are smooth submanifolds of MG - MGi+ 1 and MS- MSi+ 1, 
respectively (Proposition 2.1). 
In fact, A?StiJ is an S-orientab/e submanifold of MS- MSi+ 1 (see, e.g., [4]). Thus 
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one has an exact Gysin triangle 
Hz(.MS - bfSi + 1) 
H:(MS(i,) 4 H,*(MS - MSi ) 
We define a ‘fake’ Gysin map 
@G : ~~(MG,i,)jHF;(~~G-MGi+ 1) 
to be 
@ _@*--‘e*@ (j*-lg* 
c;- c; sss G* 
Proposition 2.3. (Compare with Theorem 1 of [4).) .!~JI is odd, and U, S are as in 
the previous paragraph, then 
(a) there is a fake exact Gysin triangle 
res 
H;(MG - MG,) 
wirh @+, injectise, t htrs Fielding 
W F,(G)JQ’, + I(G)zH*;(MG,il3 
us k-nlodrries. 
Proof. Use the fake Gysin map above; the cohornology proposition and (i) and (ii) 
above; and the results of [4]. 7 
Question. Is there always a real Gysin map @,;? Or, in other words, is MG,,, 
;L~w;v~*s a C’-orientable submanifold of MG - MG, , I? 
3. 5teenrod operations and Ass(H~(iW)) 
In this section, all cohomology has coefficients in k = Z/pZ where p>O. As in 
Swtion 2, we assume that A4 and the action of G on M are smooth. Imbed G in 
;1 unitary group U, and let S be the diagonal p-torus of U. Let 
H<;(M) = 
H;(M), p odd, 
Hz(M), p=2. 
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Hz(M) and HG(M) are algebras over the commutative ring H&t)= HG. If 
H*(M) is finitely generated over Z/p2 (as a module), then Hz(M) and H&M) are 
finitely generated as modules over HG [S], [9]; we assume this from now on. In this 
case, in fact, since HG is a noetherian ring, so are Hz(M) ancl HG(M) [S], [9]. 
In general, if 19 is a Noetherian ring and 1’ is an R-module, one defines AssRE 
to be the set of primes p in R such that E contains a submodule isomorphic with 
R/p. We denote AssR R simply by Ass R. 
Theorem 3.1. If p is odd, then the prime ideals in Ass(&(M)) are invariant under 
the Steenrod p-th power operations. 
Proof. We may assume that G is a p-torus by the following argument. 
Section 1 gives an isomorphism HG(MG)sHs(MS). This isomorphism is 
induced by maps at the space level, so it is an isomorphism of rings and of modules 
over the Steenrod algebra. 
Assuming that the theorem is true for p-tori, we see that the primes in 
Ass(Hs(MS)) are invariant under the Steenrod operations. So the primes in 
Ass(H,(Mc)) are invariant under the Steenrod operations. 
Quillen [8] shows that there is an injection &(M)-+&(MG) (induced by the 
projection MX U/Sa M) making H&MG) into a free, and hence faithfully flat, 
extension of H,(M). Thus (see, e.g., (7]), 
{Pr* - ‘(P) 1 PE Ass &(MG)) = Ass H,(M). 
Since pr* respects the Steenrod operations, we see that the primes in Ass H,(M) 
are invariant under the Steenrod operations. 
So, we now assume that G =A is a p-torus of rank n. Let F be the p-rank filtra- 
tion of H,(M). Proposition 2.3 (or Theorem ! of [4]) shows that 
Fi/Fi+ 1 s H/l(M,,,) as k-modules for each i. It is necessary to point out that this is 
actually an isomorphism of HA(M)-modules. Here, HA(Mti)) is considered as an 
HA(M)-module via restriction, and Fi is considered as an H.&M)-module via 
restriction also. 
O------+ Fi -H,,(M) 
res 
- hf.4 (12/1’ - Mi) -- 0 
f 
/ 
/’ 
\ ,’ 
\ 
/ 
/’ 
\ 
“” H.4 (M) /” 
To see thal one has an HA(M)-isomorphism, we note that the k-isomorphism 
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rlesults from the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns (see 
t411: 
0 %+I + Fi - FJFi+* -+o 
Here @,,1 isthe Gysin map associated with the embedding M(i) -)M - Mi+ I. One has 
that @,&es r - q) = & @_&) for t in H,&W-Mi+ 1); thus, by transitivity of restric- 
tion we see that @, respects the H,(M)-module structure on H~(M~i,). (One 
should point that $, is really defined from H,~(M~i))-+H~(M- Adi+ ,), not from 
H,.j(Mti,), but one knows that the Gysin map, while not respecting degree, respects 
parity in this case (again see [4) for details).) Certainly all the other maps respect 
the H,d(M)-module structure, so the desired result follows. 
Therefore (see, e.g., [7)), 
Ass H,q(M) c u Ass Hq(Al)(Fi/Fi + I I = U ASSH4~,+~~H~ (M(i))* 
1 I 
We calculate Ass// l(.\lj H,.&&,). Since M(i, = UJM- Mi+ ,)’ (see Section 2), we 
write 
KdM,,,) = @ H,q((M- Mi_+ l)B) 
s 
where B runs over the subtori B of A of rank i. This equality, of course, preserves 
the H,.,(M)-module structure. 
Let (c} be the set of connected components of (M- Mi+ 1 )B and let 
/ = w=uuF.-l ac} be the set of ‘A-invariant components’ of (M- Mi+ l)B (this set 
is finite; see, e.g., Lemma 2 of [4]). Then H4((M - Mi+ l)B) = 0, H,,(C), so finally 
we have 
ASSH~(.II)H.I(M(i))=U AssH,,&M(M- Mi+. I)‘)=U U Ass~~(~~H,~(~)). H B If 
The point of all this is that one knows exactly what AssH,~(,,,~~H&) is. Namely, 
where 
ASSH,(M)oA ie)) = i P(B, f-1 ) 
Pm F) = ker(H,,,(M)-,HH(pt)/~) 
and PO E f - the component of MB containing c (we adopt the notation of IS], Part 
11). 
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How does one see this? First, there is only one minimal prime of H*(C): the 
prime ps= ker(H,#)+Hg(pt)/&) (where pt is any point in C). This follows from 
Quillen’s characterization of the minimai primes of an equivariant cohomology ring 
(81 since 
(i) C is a space with only one isotropy group B with respect o the A-action, and 
(ii) c has a transitive A-action on its components. 
Second, there are no embedded associated primes in HA(c) since HA(e) is 
‘CoherMacaulay’ - this follows from [3] since c also satisfies cB= zi. Thus 
Ass HA(c) = { PB}, PB as above. 
It is not hard to see (see, e.g., [7]) that this means that Ass~~,~&&(+= 
(8-*(&#)} where 0: HA(M)-+HA(Q is the restriction map defining HA(p) as an 
H, (M)-module. Now, 8- ’ (pB) = p(B, r); clearly, 
Also, &‘(pB) iS minimal over Ass H,~(M)HA(~) since it is the only associated prime. 
All this shows that 
f-H,(M) c {P(B,r, IBcA, r is a component of MB}. 
But it 
tions, 
is clear that the primes p@, r) are all the invariar;t under the Steenrod opera- 
being defined by maps at the space level. 0 
Corollary 3.2. With the hypotheses of the above theorem, the prime ideals in 
Ass H&M) are all toral, i.e., the*v are of theaform p[B,,., =ker(H,(M)-+HB(pt)/~~). 
Here, pt E c where c is a component of MB and B is a p-torus in G;. 
Proof. One knows (e.g., see [7]) that all associated primes are graded, and by the 
theorem, they are invariant under the Steenrod onerations. Thus, by $1 they are all 
toral. Cl 
We 1 lint out that the results of [S], Part 1, alone show that the minimal primes 
are invariant under the Steenrod operations (since they are all toral). The point of 
the theorem is that the embedded primes are toral, too. Also, the corollary could 
be deduced (without appealing to the results of 181) by the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. (i) The results of this section should be true for p= 2 as well. We assume 
p # 2 because the results in (41 that the proof of the theorem depend on are given 
only for p # 2. 
(ii) Theorem 3.1 can be restated in the following form. 
Theorem 3.3. Let G and M be .Z-IS in Theorem 3.2. Let 4 : H&M)-+H,(M)[t] be 
the map given by the Steenrod operations, i.e., 
Y(r)= f .9’(r)t’ 
i=O 
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where r E HG(M). Then p is a nondegenerate homomorphism of noetherian rings. 
(FM definition of nondegenerate homomorphism, se; [7] .) 
Now, every flat homomorphism of (noetherian) rings is nondegenerate [7] 
(although the converse is not true in general). A question here is: “Is 9 flat?” 
In the case where G =A is a p-torus, and M=pt is a point, the map 
(where deg Xi = 2) is given by 
"(-Xj)=X, +X:(t). 
This map is smooth (and hence flat). 
(iii) We note that Theorem 3.2 implies that if a E HG (M) is a zero-divisor then 
+‘(a) is also a zero-divisor for every ir0 (although this fact should be proved in 
a more straight forward manner wit trout using the methods of Theorem 3.2). 
4. An application to the cohomology of groups 
Let G be a finite group; all other notation is carried over from the pievious sec- 
tions. Let A be a p-torus, and let reg A be the regular representation (complex) of 
A. The Chern class c,(reg A) lies in H,? = H.y(pt) (where pt is a one-point space) 
for j= 1,2, . . . . p” where the order of A is p”. One knows that 
(i) c,(reg A) = 0 unless j=p”--p’, i=O, l,..., n- 1; 
(ii) c+ I (reg A), cP~+reg A), . . . , c,:l -[,)n ‘(reg A) generate d polynomial subring 
of H.,; and 
(iii) if B is a nontrivial subgroup of A of index p”-’ then 
resB (c’p” _ f 1 (reg A)) = cPl _ /,I 1 (reg B)pn ’ 
(see, e.g., [S], Part II). 
Theorem 4.1. If I-&; = H,;(pt) and p / / G 1, then there is a non-zero-divisor in HG so 
that depth Hc 2 1. 
Proof. The set of zero-divisors in HG is equal to the union of the associated primes 
of HG [6]. By the main theorem, these associated primes are all toral. Then there 
exists an element y of Hc whose restriction to HA for 
zero (thus y can’t be in any toral prime, so y can’t be a 
this as follows: for e? :h p-torus A in G, let 
every p-torus A in G is not 
zero-divisor in 6). One sees 
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where d = dim HG = max{ rk A 1 A is a p-torus in G}. Then if B is subconjugate to 
A, one sees that the map HA +HB takes yA to ys. Thus by Corollary 2.6 of [l], one 
has an element y and a power q of p such that 
res, 04 = Vz 
for every p-torus A in G. Certainly )$ is not zero in HA so y is not in any toral 
prime. Hence y is not a zero-divisor in HG. Cl 
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